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Abstract

In this paper we consider the numerical computation of one-dimensional detonation waves. Detonation

waves are travelling wave solutions of the reactive Euler equations. An essential numerical difficulty

in the numerical computation of detonation waves is the occurrence of completely wrong wave speeds,

corresponding with non-physical solutions of the reactive Euler equations. The numerical propagation

speed is strongly influenced by the choice of the ignition temperature. In this paper it is proved that

non-physical solutions are always weak detonation waves. Furthermore, we present theoretical insights

assessing why a correct ignition temperature will exclude non-physical weak detonation waves, just like
the entropy condition excludes non-physical expansion shocks in the non-reacting case. This is illustrated

by numerical computations quite well.
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1 Introduction

In the flow of a reacting gas mixture, chemical reactions between the constituent gases need
to be modelled together with the fluid dynamics. Problems of this form arise, for example,
in combustion [8, 17, 18]. The basic equations of combustion theory are the conservation
equations for reacting gas flow together with chemical kinetics. These equations represent the
conservation of mass, momentum and energy of the total mixture and the conservation of mass
for the various species.

A considerable simplification of these equations is possible if we restrict ourselves to
one-dimensional detonations. For detonation waves, energy release occurs so quickly that
molecular diffusion, thermal conductivity and viscosity are usually unimportant transport
mechanisms, and therefore they are ignored. If effects of walls, heat sources and external
forces are also ignored, we essentially obtain the Euler equations ofgas dynamics, completed
with the continuity equations for the various species. These latter equations include source
terms, which describe the chemical reactions. Generally, the chemical reactions are described
by the ignition model, the law ofmass action and Arrhenius' law [17, 18]. The total system of
equations is often referred to as the reactive Euler equations.

When attempting to solve the reacti ve Euler equations numerically, we encounter problems
that are absent in non-reacting flows. Apart from an increase in the number of equations, the
main difficulty is the fact that, in general, the time-scales of the chemical reactions are very small
compared to the time-scale of the fluid dynamics. For fast reactions it is possible to obtain
stable numerical solutions that look reasonable and yet are completely wrong, because the
discontinuities have the wrong locations. Thus, the numerical reaction waves are propagating
at non-physical wave speeds [6]. A detailed analysis of the numerical wave speed for (scalar)
model problems is given in several papers (cf. e.g. [2, 9, 12, 13]). For several scalar model
problems it has been shown that the ignition value for the chemical reaction plays a crucial
role in obtaining correct numerical wave speeds [2].

In this paper we consider detonation waves described by the ZND-model [8, 17]. The
ZND-model assumes that the detonation wave consists of an ordinary non-reacting shock wave
followed by a reaction zone. Hence, due to a precursor shock wave the temperature jumps to
a value larger than the ignition temperature and a reaction is started.

We want to study the influence of the ignition temperature on the numerical wave speed.
For the ZND-solution of detonation waves, it is realistic to choose the ignition temperature
equal to the value of the temperature just behi nd the ordi nary shock wave, since the ZND-theory
assumes that no reaction takes place in front of this non-reacting shock wave. We shall refer
to this ignition temperature as the correct ignition temperature. However, several authors have
chosen the ignition temperature much smaller [6, 9, 12]. In this way the problem is made highly
sensitive to numerical diffusion. The numerical diffusion in front of the non-reacting shock
wave starts an artificial reaction and therefore causes a considerable increase of the numerical
wave speed. Hence, the choice of the ignition temperature seems to play an important role.

It is well known that for the non-reacting Euler equations it is also possible to obtain shock
waves propagating at non-physical wave speeds. These non-physical solutions are expansion
shocks and are, in general, excluded by adding an extra condition to the numerical method,
namely the entropy condition [1, 10, 16].

For the reactive Euler equations we have essentially the same problem. In this paper we
show that these non-physical solutions are always weak detonation waves. It follows from
Jouguet's rule [7] that for weak detonation waves the characteristics behind the shock wave
are coming out of the shock wave, which is similar to expansion shocks for the ordinary



(2.1 )

Euler equations. We present theoretical insights assessing why a correct ignition temperature
will exclude non-physical weak detonation waves, just like the entropy condition excludes
non-physical expansion shocks in the non-reacting case. This is illustrated by numerical

computations quite well.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section one-dimensional hyperbolic conser
vation laws with source terms are introduced. Furthermore, weak solutions of these equations
are introduced. In Section 3 the reactive Euler equations are presented. The reactive Rankine
Hugoniot equations are introduced and the ZND-model is described. The well-known first
order splitting method is presented in Section 4. We extend Roe's method to two-component
gas flow. In the following section we prove two theorems. Firstly, it is shown that the numerical
travelling wave solution has to satisfy the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations. Secondly, we

prove that non-physical solutions are always weak detonation waves. In Section 6 we present
some numerical results that illustrate the preceding analysis. Furthermore, using these results

we explain the good results for correct ignition temperatures.

2 Hyperbolic Conservation Laws with Source Terms

In the following we consider one-dimensional conservation laws with source terms. It is
assumed that the source terms are only dependent on the solution u. The general form of such
conservation laws is

d t'R t'R
dt 1.'>;1. u(.T,t)da' = f(u(:rL,l)) - f(u(:rn,t)) + ./3'1. q(u(:r,t))d:v.

Conservation laws of this form occur, among others, in the theory of reacting gas flow [7,8,
17,18]. Assume that the solution u : IH x [0,00) -+ Inm and the flux function f : IHm -+ /Rm

are continuously differentiable and let the source term q : IR m
-+ IH m be continuous. Then,

since (2.1) should hold for arbitrary :q, and :r n, it is clear that u satisfies

o d
:.) u(:I',I) + -:-) f(u(;r,l)) = q(u(:r,l)). (2.2a)
vi ( a'

This is the differential form of the conservation law. In order to obtain an initial value problem
we add initial data to (2.2a), i.e.

(2.2b)

The assumption of the solution of (2.1) to be continuously differentiable is too strong, since
in practice discontinuous solutions u of (2.1) also occur [8, 17]. This is the reason why weak
soLutions of the initial value problem (2.2) are interesting. These weak solutions are obtained
from multiplying (2.2a) with an arbitrary test function y E CJ (II? x [0,00)) (i.e. y vanishes

for Ixl + I large) and, subsequently, partially integrating this equation in space and time. This
leads to the following definition.

Definition 2.1 A bounded measurable function u is called a weak solution ofthe conservation
Law (2.2a) with bounded initial data (2.2b) if

1
00 ;+00 8 iJ}{u(x, t)-;:}y(.T, t) +f(u(x, t)) :).. y(a:, t) d.1:dt =° -ex> vt v.1

[+ex> [ex> 1'+0:'- Lex, uO(:r )y(:r, O)da: - }o . -'x q( u( a" t) )y(a:, t)dxdt

for aLlfunctions y E cJ(Jn X [0.00)).

2
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From now on by a solution of (2.2) a weak solution of (2.2) in the sense of Definition 2.1 is
meant. It can be shown that a solution of (2.1) is always a weak solution of (2.2).

A difficulty is that the weak solutions of (2.2) turn out to be non-unique for a given set
of initial data, and it remains to characterise the "physically relevant" weak solution. For
homogeneous conservation laws the usual criterion is to impose an extra condition upon the
solution, the so-called entropy condition, such that a physically relevant solution is obtained
[10]. However, to our knowledge for non-homogeneous conservation laws this is an open
problem yet.

Next hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms are introduced. We start with intro
ducing the quasi-linear form of the conservation law as

~ u(x, t) + A(u(:r, 1)) .~ u(x, t)
ut ox·

where A(u) is the Jacobian matrix of f( u), defined by

U
A(u) := -:-).f(u).

(u

q(u(:r, t)), (2.4)

(2.5)

There are cases in which the Jacobian matrix A( u) is not defined for all u E Ill''' and we have
to restrict ourselves to a certain domain n Clam. A hyperbolic conservation law with source
term on n is defined as follows [1, 10].

Definition 2.2 Let a domain n C lUm be given, such that A(u) is well defined by (2.5) for
all u E n. The system (2.2a) is called a hyperbolic conservation law with source term on n if
there exists a real diagonal matrix 1\ (u) and a non-singular real matrix R(u) such that

A(u)R(u) = R(u):\(u). liu E n. (2.6)

Here A(u) = diag(AI(u),A2(u), ... "\,,,(u)) is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of
A( u) and R(u) = (r(l)(u), r(2)( u), .... r( 1II)( u)) is the matrix of the corresponding right
eigenvectors of A(u). We assume that the eigenvalues are labeled in nondecreasing order, i.e.
,\,(u) S; A2(U) S; ... S; Am(U).

A very important example of a system of hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms are
the reactive Euler equations, which are described in the next section.

We conclude this section by considering discontinuous solutions of (2.1) in more detail.
Let u have a discontinuity along a smooth curve r, i.e. u has well defined limits on both sides
off. Let f be given by.1: = :r(t),then the values Ul, = u(:/:(l)-O,t)anduR = u(x(t)+O,t)
are well defined. Suppose that the differential equation (2.2a) holds on both sides of f and
suppose that XL < :1:(t) < :/:R for some fixed t ?: 0. Let $ = :lJ (t) be the speed of the
discontinuity, then

d 1·TR

- u(x, t)dx
dt J'L

d 1J
'(I.) j'I'R

-{ u(:/:,t)d:l: + . u(:r,t)d;r}
dt J'L ;1'(1)

1
J'(I) iJ jJ'R iJ

,) u(:r,t)d:/: + ,) u(:I:,t)d:/: + (UL - UR)S
J'L ul .T(t) ul

f(u(:q"t)) - f(ud + f(un) - f(U(:I:R,t)) + (Ul, - UR)S

+ L::1I q( u( .1'.1) )d.l:.

3



Thus, (2.1) shows that
8( UI, - un) = f( UL) - f( un) (2.7)

must hold at each point on f. Relation (2.7) is called the jump condition. In non-reactive gas
dynamics the system of equations (2.7) is known as the Rankine-Hugoniot equations.

3 The Reactive Euler Equations

3.1 Preliminaries

In this section we will describe a very important example of a system of hyperbolic conservation
laws with source terms, namely the reactive Euler equations. For a more complete description,
see e.g. [8, 17].

Consider a tube filled with a gas mixture, which is uniformly distributed across the tube, so
there is variation in only one direction and we can restrict ourselves to one space dimension.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the gas is a binary mixture in which only one chemical
reaction takes place. Thus, consider the one-step reaction R ---+ P, where R is the reactant
and P is the product. Further assume that a detonation wave is propagating in the positive
x-direction. Ahead of the detonation wave there is a reactant. In the detonation wave the gas
is burnt and the reactant is entirely converted into the product. All quantities ahead of the
detonation wave will be identified by the subscript II (the unburnt gas), while the quantities
behind the wave are denoted by the subscript b (the burnt gas).

For detonation waves the general combustion equations simplify to the reactive Euler
equations. These equations represent the conservation of mass, momentum and energy of the
total mixture and the conservation of mass for the reactant. The latter equation includes a
source term which describes the chemical reaction that takes place.

With mass density p, mass-weighted average velocity II, pressure p, specific total energy
E, specific stagnation enthalpy 1I, mass fraction of reactant Y and reaction rate tv, the
one-dimensional reactive Euler equations are

iJ ()
-:-). (p) + -:-) (pll)
( I ( :/:

8. iJ ~
-:-). (pll) + -. (pll- +p)
( I d.T

iJ iJ
:1 ((IE) + -:-): (puB)
ul ( :/:

{) . }.') {). / )oJ (p . + U:/: (pu}

where the stagnation enthalpy If is defined by

, ]J
1f := L + -.

p

0.

0.

0,

'lV,

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

(3.1c)

(3.1d)

(3.2)

All variables have been made dimensionless by normal izing them with respect to some reference
state. To complete the system (3.1), the pressure ]J and the reaction rate tv have to be related
to the independent variables p, u, E and Y. If we assume that both gases behave like an ideal
gas with the same specific heat ratio " then the thermodynamic identity is given by

. ) 1.-' I ~ QF)P = (, - 1 p(c. - 2u- - I,

4
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where Q > °is the heat release of the chemical reaction. Next we specify how the reaction
rate 10 depends on the other variables. We assume that the one-step reaction is described by
the ignition model, the law ofmass action and Arrhenius' law [17, 18]

{
-Da pY exp(E,,( "-----r

l
- -1

1
.) if T ~ Tign,w"= "tJN. ° if T < Tign,

(3.4)

where En is the activation energy, T"N is the von Neumann temperature, which is disussed in
Section 3.3, Tign is the ignition temperature and Da is referred to as the DamkMller number.
The ignition temperature satisfies I'll < Tign S; T"N' The Damkohler number is defined by the
ratio of the convection length scale and the reaction length scale [17]. Obviously, if Da is small
the reaction occurs slowly relative to the specified time scale and if Da is large, the reaction
zone is thin and the reaction occurs quickly relative to the specified time scale. Equation (3.4)
defines 10 as a function of p, 1£, E and Y through the thermodynamic identity (3.3) and the
equation ofstate

p = pT. (3.5)

The system of equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) consists of eight equations for the
variables p, 1/, E, Y, p, II, T and II'.

If the vector of conservative variables u, the flux vector f( u) and the source vector q( u)
are defined by, respectively,

( /-' \')1'u:= p, fI/I. • fI " ,pi ,

f(u):= (plI,pu2 +p,pul1.puY)1',

q(u):= (0,0,0,11')1',

(3.6)

then the reactive Euler equations can be written in the general form (2.2a).
Let the Jacobian matrix A( u) be defined as in (2.5). For the reactive Euler equations the

eigenvalues '\; and right eigenvectors 1'(i), (i = 1.... ,4), of A(u) are given by

and
1'(1)( u)

1'(2)( u)

1'(3)( u)

1'(4)(u)

(I , u - (",11 - ue, 1')T,

I 2 T(l,u'2u ,0).

(O,O,Q,I)T,

( I , II + C , IT + ue, Y f.

(3.8)

In (3.7) and (3.8), c is the frozen speed ofsound, which for an ideal gas is given by

e = f!. (3.9)

Obviously, the reactive Euler equations are a hyperbolic system of conservation laws with
source terms.

5



3.2 Reacting Shock Waves

Often the Damkohler number Da is very large, i.e. the reaction length is very small relative to
the convection length. We start with considering the limit Da -+ 00, in which case the reactant
is converted into the product instantaneously. For this limit the combustion waves are often
called reacting shock waves.

The reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations relate the state of the unreacted gas ahead of the
reacting shock wave with the state of the completely reacted gas, behind the reacting shock
wave for a given wave speed s. These equations are derived in a similar way as the ordinary
Rankine-Hugoniot equations for non-reacting shock waves. It is clear that S > Uti and s > Ub,

since otherwise the wave will never pass the un burnt gas.

Since the reacting shock wave is propagating with a constant speed s through the tube,
it is natural to introduce a coordinate system which is stationary with respect to the wave.
Therefore, the variable ~ is introduced as

(( :r. t) := .r - sl. (3.10)

Using (3.10) we write g(:r, t) = g(:r - .-1) = g( 0 for all variables g. Subsequently, (3.1) can
be rewritten as a system of ordinary differential equations, i.e.

d d
-sd~ u(O + d~f(u(O) = q(u(~)). (3.11)

where u, f(u) and q(u) are given by (3.6). After integrating (3.11) from ~ = -00 to~ = +00,

we deduce

;

+0::'

S(Ub - U,,) = flu,,) - f(u lI ) + -0::' q(u(O)d~. (3.12)

The first three equations of (3.12), for which the integral vanishes, are called the reactive
Rankine-Hugoniot equations. Further note that if no reaction takes place (i.e. q = 0), then
(3.12) reduces to the ordinary Rankine-Hugoniot equations (2.7).

For details concerning these equations the reader is referred to e.g. [7, 8, 17, 18]. In this
paper we just summarize some results obtained from the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations.

Firstly, we can distinguish two types of reacting shock waves, namely detonation waves
and deflagration waves. If a detonation wave passes the unburnt gas, the pressure and the

density jump to higher values (i.e. Pb > Jill and (>b > (>11)' On the other hand if a deflagration
wave passes the unburnt gas the pressure and the density jump to lower values (i.e. Pb < Pu
and (>b < PII)' Secondly, the gas flow is supersonic relative to the reaction front ahead of
a detonation wave (i.e. s - u" > CII) and subsonic relative to the reaction front ahead of a
deflagration wave (i.e. s - Ull < CII)' In this paper we restrict ourselves to detonation waves.

Subsequently, detonation waves can be distinguished in three different types namely, strong,
Chapman-Jouguet and weak detonation waves. We present, without proof, some characteristic
properties by which we can distinguish the various detonation waves. These properties are
referred to as Jouguet's rule [7].

Jouguet's Rule:
The gas flow relative to the reaction front is

supersonic ahead of a detonation front (i.e. s - U" > c lI ),

subsonic behind a strong detonation front (i.e. 0 < .- - lib < q,),

6



sonic behind a Chapman-Jouguet detonation front (i.e. 8 - lib = q),

supersonic behind a weak detonation front (i.e. 8 - lib > ct,).

The Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation wave is of particular importance since this wave travels
with the minimal speed of all the possible detonation waves [7, 18]. Finally, it can be shown
that weak detonations are only possible under extreme and rare circumstances [7, 18].

3.3 The ZND-Model for Detonation Waves

The previous considerations give no insight into the internal structure of detonation waves,
since Da was assumed to be infinitely large. For finite Damkohler numbers we expect some
region of finite width across which the reaction takes place. Independently from each other,
Zeldovich, von Neumann and Doring developed a model which explains the internal structure
of detonation waves, the so-called 2ND-model [7, 8, 17]. The ZND-model assumes the
following.

A detonation wave travelling with constant speed,'; has the internal structure ofan or
dinary (non-reacting) preclIrsorflllid dynamical shock wavefollowed by a deflagration
wave.

The reaction rate is zero ahead (~fthe shock and finite behind.

Hence, due to a non-reacting shock wave the temperature of the unburnt gas Ttl jumps to a
value larger than Tign and a reaction is started. The values immediately behind the non-reacting
shock wave are called the von NeWI/m111 vollies and would be the final values if no chemical
reaction takes place. For instance, the temperature behind the ordinary shock wave is called the
von Neumann temperature T"N' which is used in the definition of the reaction rate w (3.4). As
the reaction proceeds (through the deflagration wave) Y decreases from] to 0 and the pressure
and density decrease to their final values fJb and (lb, respectively. An example of a ZND-profile
is given in Figure 1. In this figure the ordinary shock wave is located at ~ = O.

Using the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations and the ZND-model we can derive alge
braic expressions which express all variables in terms of Y and, subsequently, also the reaction
rate w [8, 17]. Suppose that at time I = 0 the precursor shock is located at x = O. Hence, at
time t the variable ~ = :/; - 8t measures the distance between the point x and the precursor
shock. Therefore, g(0 = gtl for all ~ > 0 and all variables g. Since the detonation wave is
propagating with a constant speed,'; > 0, the mass fraction of the reactant Y is given by the
following ordinary differential equation [3, 8, 17]:

dd~ Y(O

Y(O) I ,

ll'(Y(O)

m
v~ < 0, (3.13a)

(3.13b)

where ~ = 0 corresponds to the position of the precursor shock and 1/1, = PtI( S - utt ) > 0 is
the mass flux. In general, (3.13) cannot be solved exactly and the solution must be computed
numerically. The ZND-model can only describe strong or CJ detonations. Therefore, we
restrict ourselves to strong or CJ detonations [7, 17].

As mentioned before, the minimum speed for a detonation is the speed Sc J of a CJ
detonation [7, 8, 17]. It will be useful to define a quantity which measures the overdrive of a
strong detonation. Therefore, let the degree ofoverdrive .r be defined by [4]

(3.14)

7



(3.15)

from which it directly follows that.f ~ I. Finally, it is convenient to introduce the half-reaction
length L 1/2' The half reaction length is the distance for half completion of the reaction starting
from the front of the detonation wave [8]. Often L 1/2 is given and (304) is used to compute the
corresponding Damkohler number Da [4, 8]. It is easy to see that (3.13) implies that L 1/2 is
given by

1
1 1

L I/2 = -111 ~)dY.
1/2 10(1

In general, the half reaction length has to be computed by some numerical integration method,
since it is not possible to solve the above integral exactly.

-1 '---~-~-~--~-
-40 -30 -20 -10 0

-c.
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25

]J 20 )t 15
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~
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Figure 1: ZND-solution of (3.1), with ,",'" = 14, Q = 14, .r = I, 'Y = 104 and Da = 0.6488.

Example 3.1 As an example of the preceding theory we describe the ZND-solution of the CJ
detonation discussed in [3]. All quantities are non-dimensionalised with respect to the unburnt
gas. Hence, the dimensionless preshock state is given by

p", I, 1, o.

Furthermore, we have the following parameter values:

.f

14,

L

Q 14,

104.

Finally, L I/2 = I and the corresponding Damkohler number Da = 0.6488. We choose a
relatively small Da, since otherwise the reaction is very fast and the plot of the ZND-profile is

8



not very clarifying. The final state for the CJ detonation is given by

Pb PC] 12.756, Pb = PC] = 1.6583,

2.] 602,

where the CJ detonation is propagating with a speed s = SCi = 5.4419. In Figure 1 the steady
ZND-solution is drawn. The pressure reaches its maximum value right behind the precursor
shock. As mentioned before the pressure in this point is called the von Neumann pressure,
which in this particular case satisfies P"N = p( 0) = 24.512. For this particular example the
von Neumann temperature is given by T"N = 5.0509. Finally, Cb = 3.2817 and, subsequently,
S - Ub = q, as predicted by Jouguet's rule.

4 A First Order Splitting Method

4.1 Introduction

A variety of numerical methods can be developed for conservation laws with source terms. A
very natural way to solve (2.2) is a splitting method. In the splitting method the numerical
solution at each time level is derived by a two step procedure. In the first step we approximate
the solution of the homogeneous conservation law without the source term, i.e.

o ()
-0 u(;/:./) + -:-). f(u(a:, i)) = O.
. I ( ./:

(4.1 )

In the second step we assume no convection (only reaction) and the following equation is
solved numerically

iJ
iJ I U ( ;/: • l) = q ( U ( ;/: • I ) ). (4.2)

There are several reasons for studying first order splitting methods. Firstly, the splitting
method is interesting since good numerical methods exist for both subproblems (4.1) and (4.2).
Furthermore, this method lends itself for thorough analysis. Finally, second order accuracy
can be achieved using the Strang splitting [3, 15].

For a given time step tll, the discrete time levels i" are defined by

I" := 1/!J.L 11 = 0, 1,2, ....

For a given mesh width 6.;/:, the spatial mesh points ;/:i are detlned by

;/:i := i!J.;/:. i = .... -2.-1.0.1.2.....

It will also be useful to define intermediate points

The average of u(', in) on the cell [;/: i-I /2' ·7:i+ I/2) is defined by

. I /.l'i+I/2-n _ .. U" •
ui - ~ U(.l, I )d:l.

6../ ..1"_1/2

(4.3)

Note that the integral form of conservation laws describes the evol ution in time of integrals such
as (4.3). The finite difference methods we shall consider, produce approximations Ut E JRm
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of this average. In the following it is assumed that, for a given constant T > 0, the mesh width
6.:r. and time step 6.t satisfy

!i.t = T.
~:/"

We construct a piecewise constant function V ~d:r, 1) for all :r and t from the discrete values

V? by

V~t(.1;,t) = Vi', V(:l;,t) E [:ri-l/2,:1:j+1/2) x [t",t n +I
). (4.4)

Next we describe in more detail the particular splitting method used in this paper. Suppose
that the numerical solution at time level tn-I (i.e. Vi1

-
1 for all i) is known and that we want

to approximate the numerical solution at time level tn. In the first step we have to solve (4.1)

numerically, which is done using a conservative (2k + I)-point finite difference method with
two time levels. Let us denote the result by Ci', so

CI,! = V~l-1 - T{F,,-I - F~-I }
" ,+1/2 1-1/2' (4.5)

where the numericalfiuxfullctio/l F is a continuous function of the values of Vat 2k points,
l.e.

F ,,-I F(vn-I VII-I)
i+I/2 - i+k"'" i-k+I'

For consistency we require that F satisfies

F(v.... ,v) = f(v).

(4.6)

(4.7)

Further, it is assumed that (4.5) is an entropy stable method (cf. [1]). Hence, if (4.5) is applied
to a homogeneous conservation law (i.e. q = 0), then it will always approximate the unique
physically relevant solution.

In the second step of the splitting method, we have to solve (4.2) numerically with initial
data Cil given by (4.5). Hence, we have to approximate the solutions of the following initial

value problems

d
-U(.Ti,t)
dt
( t,,-I)U :I"i, .

q(U(:/"i,l)), IE (ill-I,fl],

Cn, .

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

The numerical solution of (4.8) is then defined as the numerical solution at time level tn (Le. Vy
for all i). In realistic problems the time-scale of the chemical reaction is much smaller than the
time-scale of the convection (i.e. the Damkbhler number 1)a is large in (3.4». Hence, for this
kind of problems stability of a fully explicit method would imply a severe time step restriction
and therefore (4.8) is solved by an implicit method. In this paper we use the backward Euler
method, which results in

Vi' = Cj' + ~tq(Uil). (4.9)

A straightforward combination of (4.5) and (4.9) shows that the total finite difference method

reads
VI,! = V,.,-I - T{FII- 1 - F II- 1 } + 6.tq(V~l). (4.10)

1 ,. 1+1/2 ,-1/2 ,

Many difficulties for a numerical method are caused by the fact that a discontinuous

solution of (2.2) can occur. It is not surprising that the method might converge to the wrong
solution, since in general a weak solution is not unique. More surprisingly a method may
converge to a function that is not a weak solution at all. The following theorem shows that this
problem is avoided by considering methods of type (4.10) only. Its proof is omitted since it is

a straightforward extension of the well known theorem of Lax and Wendroff [11].
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Theorem 4.1 Suppose that the fillite dUTerence method (4.10) has a continuous flux function
F that satisfies (4.7) and a continuous source function q. Let Ur be a solution of (4.10) with
given initial values U? = u? as defined in (4.3). Define the piecewise constant function ULlt

as in (4.4). Suppose that there exists a sequence D.lm. J 0 as III ---. 00 for which the limit

lim U~t (.T, t) = u(:1:, t)
7n.-ex} m

exists in the sense ofbounded, L i
lo

c convergence. i.e.

U~tm converges towards U in Lite as 11/, ---. 00.

Then the limit u is a weak solution of(2.2).

Note that the source term q should be continuous. However, (3.4) clearly illustrates that this
requirement is not satisfied for the reactive Euler equations. Suppose that q is discontinuous
in a point u I, then the proof can easi Iy be generalized for this function q as long as p{ (x, t) E
f2lu(x,t) = HI} = 0, where f2 C 1H x [0,(0) is compact and Jt is the Lebesgue measure.
However, for the sake of simplicity we have restricted ourselves to continuous source terms.

4.2 An extension of Roe's method

(4.11a)

(4.11b)

0,

In this paper the homogeneous conservation law is solved numerically using a first order
Godunov-type met/wd. In first order Godunov-type methods, the numerical solution is con
sidered to be piecewise constant in each mesh cell [:1'1-1/2, :1'1+1/2) at a certain time level
t,,-I = (n - I )D.i. The evolution of the solution to the next time level in results from the
wave interactions originating at the boundaries between adjacent cells. The cell interface at
x i+ I /2 separates two constant states V 1 at the left and V i+ I at the right side, thus the resulting
local interaction can be resolved exactly, since the initial conditions at time i,,-l correspond to
the Riemann problem for a homogeneous conservation law. This problem has an exact solu
tion consisting of constant states separated by shocks, contact discontinuities or simple waves
[1, 10]. The new piecewise constant approximation at time 1" is then obtained by averaging
the exact solution of the Riemann problem over each cell.

However, the computational costs to obtain this exact solution are generally high. There
fore, approximate Riemann solvers are considered in order to reduce the computational work.
In this paper we have used the approximate Riemann sO/l'erdeveloped by Roe [14]. However,
all results remain valid for other approximate Riemann solvers.

Instead of solving the Riemann problem for the non-linear differential equation (4.1),
Roe uses the exact solution of a locally linearized model in order to approximate the wave
interactions originating at the boundaries of adjacent cells. Hence, each time step we solve the
following Riemann problem exactly,

~un-I(;r t) + 'I(V~'-I V~I-I).Q..Ull-I(;r t)
at' . " I ' ,+ I ih: I '

A 1 I { V;,-I, :r < :r,+".I,
Vi1

- (:1:, tn - ) = '
V,,-I :r > :1"+1.;+1' I 2

where A(Vi,- 1
, Vi';ll) is a constant III X /II-matrix. The matrix A is required to satisfy the

following properties:

I1



(1') Ifun-I un-I - h i("Un- 1 U,,-I) . A(-)'i , i+ I ....... U, t en Ii i ' i+ I ~ U,

(ii) A(U~-l U~-l)(un-I _ U~t-I') = f(U n- l ) _ f(U~I-I).1. , ,+ 1 ,+', ,+ I 1.'

(iii) A(Uj'-I, Ui~/) is diagonalizable with real eigenvalues.

Condition (i) is necessary to recover the linearized algorithm from the non-linear version
smoothly. Condition (ii) has two effects. Firstly it ensures the scheme to be conservative,
and secondly, in the special case that Ui- ' and Ui;,' are connected by a single shock wave
or contact discontinuity, the approximate Riemann solution agrees with the exact Riemann
solution [14]. Finally, condition (iii) is clearly required for the problem to be hyperbolic and
solvable. In the following it is assumed that there exists a matrix A(Ui- 1

, Ui~/), such that
the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied.

Condition (iii) implies that there exists a real diagonal matrix A(Ui- ' , U:~/) and a non

singular real matrix R(Uit
-

1
, U:~II) such that

A(Un - 1 Un-1)R(U"-' un-I) = i?(U n-
'

U,,-I)A(Un - 1 un-I),. '1+1 " 1+1 . I '1+1 I' ,+1 .

H A'(un-l un-I). h . f h' I f ·'I(Un-' un-I) dR'(Un - 1 un-I)ere i' i+1 1st ematnxo t eelgenvaueso Ii' i+1 an . i , i+l
is the matrix of the corresponding right eigenvectors of A(Ui'-' ,Ui~/). Hence,

A.(un - I u~t-I). , ' 1+1
R(u n - I U~'-I), , 1+1

d· (\ (V n - I V"-I) "\ (V n - I un-I) "\ (Un- I un-I))Jag /'1 i ' i+ 1 ,/\:.' i . i+ I , ... , /\m i , i+ I ,

(r(I)(U n- 1 Uf.'-I) A·(:.')(U,,-I U~'-I) r(m)(U~-1 U~-I))
1 • ,+1 ,I " 1 ' ',+1 , ... , ,',+1'

For shortness of notation, "k( Ui'- I, U i';11 ) and r(kJ (Ui'-' , Vi,;,1 ) wi II simply be denoted by

"k and r(k). For all k with I ::; k ::; 1/1, Xt and /\1: are defined by

and ~k = mine ~k, 0) ::; O. (4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

Since all eigenvectors are linearly independent the initial states Vi- 1 and vi.;l can be
decomposed as

1n

V ,.,-I U,.,-I _ """' " A(~:)
i+' - i - L...(\~:r .

1,:=1

where 0:1,: E IR for all /,: with I ::; k ::; 1/1. Using this, it is straightforward that Roe's numerical
flux is given by

111

Fn-l _ f(Un-l) + """' ~-. A, A.(kJ
i+ ~ - i L... / I,: (\ I,: I .

- 1,:=1

It remains to compute a matrix Ii (Uj,-I , Ui';ll ) for the reacti ve Eu ler equations. It can be

shown that for every pair (Ui- I
, Vi,;,I) the matrix Ii is given by

A(U~t-1 U ,.t - I ·)
1. , ,+1

0 0 0

t(,-3)i/2 (3 - ~f )Ii. , - 1 -b - I)Q

1i'(~(I' - I)it:.' - it) iT - (~f - I )it2 ,il -b - I)Q11

- it)' Y 0 11

(4.15)
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where the quantities ft" iI and )l- are defined as

fi,

y

if =
(II ,jii);~11 + (II ,jii)?-l

VfJ;';11 + Vp;l-I
(4.16)

In order to derive the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of the matrix A(U?-l, U?;l) the
following quantity is useful. Define

,.,
, 1/.- ,

(;' - 1)( II - - - QY)2 . (4.17)

Now the computation of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors is straightforward. They are
given by

(4.18)

and
r'(1) (I" JAJ "}~')T, u - c , - 11.(', ,

(I A 1,'20)1'
, 1/.. 2"/1., '

T(0.0. Q, 1) •
(4.19)

1-(4) (l,t/+(, /I+t/(. )~·l.

Hence, for every pair (U;l-I , U;';II ) Roe's numerical flux F;';t'/2 at the cell interface xi+l/2 is
derived by a four-step procedure. The first step is the computation of the quantities defined in
(4.16) and (4.17). In the second step the eigenvalues (4.18) and eigenvectors (4.19) are com
puted. Finally, in the third step, (4.13) is used to compute (tl, 0'2, &3 and &4. The computation
of Roe's numerical flux (4.14), and subsequently, C;l-I in (4.5) is now straightforward.

5 The Numerical Computation of Stong or CJ Detonation Waves

In this section we want to compute strong or CJ detonation waves propagating with a constant
wave speed 8 > 0, as described in Section 3. Let:r". :1'/. E III be such that Xl> < X". The initial
data u D (2.2b) are assumed to satisfy the following two conditions:

u()(:r)

u()(;r)

Ul>, "1.1'::; .1~l>,

Ull' V:r ~ :l~",

(5.1a)

(5.1b)

i.e. the initial data are constant outside some finite interval. Physically (5.1a) and (5.1 b) imply
that at time t = 0 only burnt gas is present at the left-hand side of :l:[, and only unburnt gas is
present at the right-hand side of :l~u.

In the remainder it is assumed that the exact solution of(2.2a) with initial data (2.2b) that
satisfy (5.1) is a strong or CJ detonation wave propagating with a constant wave speed s > O.

Let [:l:L, .1:n) C iR be a fixed spatial interval. We want to approximate the numerical
solution of (3.1) on [:I~L,:l:R)' Therefore, let [:I:L.:l:n) be divided in a finite number of mesh
cells, say I. Hence, the mesh widlh ~.I' is defined by (:r /I - :1' d/ T. From (5.1) it immediately
follows that we should take ;r L < :1'/, < .r 1/ < :1: n.

13



When attempting to solve (2.2) numerically, it is possible to obtain stable numerical
solutions that seem reasonable and yet are completely wrong, since the reaction zone has the
wrong location [6]. Thus the numerical combustion wave is propagating at non-physical wave
speeds. In order to study this problem we consider numerical travelling wave solutions of
(4.10) applied to the reactive Euler equations. We statt with the introduction of the numerical
wave speed and numerical combustion wave solutions.

Normally the numerical wave speed for a finite difference method is given by an expression
of the form m,D.:1)(lD.t), where I and/n are relatively prime numbers [9]. In other words, the
numerical solution propagates 111 spatial grid points for every I time steps. In general it is hard
to compute the numerical wave speed in this way. Vsing the behaviour of the exact solution
we define a more general numerical wave speed which is easy to compute [2].

Definition 5.1 Consider the finite difference method (4.10). Let V? be a solution of (4.10)
with given initial values V? = u?, as defined in (4.3), that satisfy (5.1). Let T > 0 be given
and assume that for all n > 0 with nD.t ::; T the following holds:

U'i
V,

"I,· (5.2a)

(5.2b)

Iffor all n > 0 with nD.t ::; T there exists a positive constant S" such that

(5.3)

then sn is called the numerical wave speed at time level/ ll
• If sn is constant for all n > 0

with nD.t ::; T, then V is called a numerical combustion wave solution.

Suppose the finite difference method produces a numerical solution that propagates with a
speed given by mD..:1' / (l D..t.). It follows that uy = Ui'~,~, for all 11, i with 0 ::; Ib..t ::; nD..t ::; T
and :l:L ::; :l:L +mD..:r ::; :l:L + iD.:1' ::; :r/l. From (5.2) and (5.3) it follows that lnD..:z;j(lD..t) =
(sn + sn-I + ... + 8 11

-
1+1)/1. This illustrates that it is reasonable to define the numerical

wave speed by (5.3).

Theorem 5.2 Suppose that the .finite d~tlerence method (4.10) is used to approximate the
reactive Euler equations (3.1) with initial data that satL\:fy (5.1). Let Vi' be a solution of(4.10)
with given initial values V? = u~), as de;fined in (4.3). Let T > 0 be given and suppose thatfor
all n > 0 with n.6./ ::; T (5.2) holds, F'i/2 = f("b) and F';+ I /2 = f(""), If V is a numerical
combustion wave solution propagating with a constant wave speed S, then S satisfies the
reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equatio/ls, i.e. the first three equations (~f(3.12).

Proof After multiplying (4.10) by ~:r and slimming over i we obtain

Vsing (5.3), F~'/2 = f(Ub) and F1+1/ 2 = f( u II ), we see that

S'.6.t( HI, - U II )

I

~I {f(III,) - {(H II )} + ~:r L q(Ui').
i== I

14



Note that the first three equations are independent of q( Vi') and satisfy (3.12). This completes
the proof. 0

Theorem 5.3 Suppose that the finite difference method (4.10) is used to approximate the
reactive Euler equations (3.1) with initial data that satisfy (5.1). Let Vi' be a solution of(4.1O)
with given initial values V? = u?, as defined in (4.3). Suppose that (4.10) has a travelling
combustion wave solution propagating with a constant numerical wave speed S > O. Then,

(i) the numerical wave speed S is equal to the exact wave speed 8,

or,

(ii) the numerical travelling combustion wave solution is a weak detonation wave propagat
ing with a numerical wave speed S > 8.

Proof Note that the form of the reaction rate lI' in (3.4), implies that the reaction has to be
initiated by an ordinary non-reacting shock wave, in order to raise the temperature above the
ignition temperature. Since we assume that the first step of the splitting method consists of
an entropy stable method, the non-reacting shock wave satisfies the entropy condition. Hence,
the gas flow is supersonic relative to the shock, and therefore the shock has to be the front of a
detonation wave (cf. Jouguet's rule).

SupposethatS::; 8. It follows from II"+C,, < Sand8::; lIb+qthatuu+cu < S::; Ub+q.

These inequalities together with S > 11[, assert that one characteristic impinges the reaction
zone from the left and three from the right, a total of four. This, together with the first three
equations of (3.12), Yb = 0 and 1'1/ = I, gives seven equations for the seven variables Ub, Uti

and S. Since, by assumption (Ui" u,,, .,) is the unique solution of this system of equations we
find that S = 8.

SupposethatS > 8. IfS::; ub+q"thensimilarargumentsshowthatS = 8. IfS > 1/,b+Cb,

then the gas relative to the reaction front is supersonic behind the reaction front. Jouguet's rule
implies that the combustion wave has to be a weak detonation wave. This completes the proof.

o

6 Numerical Results

In this section numerical results are presented for Roe's method, as described in Section 4.2.
A natural choice for the initial data is uo(:/:) = Ub if:/' < 0 and uo( :1:) = Uu if:/: > O. If Roe's
method is applied to the reactive Eu ler equations with the previous initial data, then after some
period a ZND-profile is formed. The numerical solution is then propagating with a constant
numerical wave speed S. However, our main goal in this paper is to study the behaviour of
the numerical wave speed and not the formation of a ZND-profile. Therefore, we use in all
our numerical examples initial data corresponding to the exact ZND-solution of a strong or CJ
detonation, linking the states U II and u[,. Moreover, with these initial data we can compute the
exact solution of the reactive Euler equations (3.1) easily, namely: u(:I', t) = uO( x - st), where
8 is the exact wave speed of the detonation wave. This implies that we are able to compare
the numerical results with the exact solution. It is assumed that at time I = 0 the precursor
non-reacting shock wave is located at ;/' = O.
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Example 6.1 In this example we approximate the ZND-solution of a strong detonation. Ini
tially the dimensionless preshock state is given by

]Ju I. PH I, ill/. 0.

Furthermore, we have the following parameter values:

Ea.

f

10,

1.1,

Q 10,

1.4.

It can be shown that the corresponding burnt state of the exact ZND-solution is given by

]Jb 13.481, Pb 2.0741, 2.5423.

The exact propagation speed of this strong detonation is s
pressure is PuN = 19.918.

4.9093 and the von Neumann

Mass Fraction

y I
0.8 I

t I

0.6 I
I

0.4 I
I

0.2 I

0
)

0 100 200
-x-;1'

Pressure

5

20 I

"t 15f--~----/j,

10

p

Figure 2: Exact solution (dashed line) and numerical solution (solid line) at t = 20 of a stong
detonation with E a = 10, Q = 10, .r = 1.1, I = 1.4, Till" = 1.01, Da = 0.3310 (2 pts/L 1/ 2),

6.t = 0.1 and 6.:1: = 1.

In Figure 2 the numerical results are compared with the exact solution. The Damkohler
number Da is chosen such that L I /2 = 2 and, subsequently, since 6.:1: = I, there are two points
per half-reaction length. Although the pressure peak is smeared out due to numerical diffusion,
the numerical ZND-profile is essentially correct and the numerical wave speed is close to the
exact wave speed.

Next we increase the Damkohler number such that 1'1/2 = 0.1. Since the wave speed
is independent of Da, the exact ZND-solution should still propagate with a wave speed
s = 4.9093. However, Figure 3 clearly illustrates that the numerical solution is completely
wrong. As predicted by Theorem 5.3, there is a weak detonation wave propagating with a
numerical wave speed S = 10 > s. In this weak detonation wave all energy is released and
the gas is completely burnt. This phenomenon has been observed by several other authors
[3,6,9,12]. The weak detonation is a purely numerical artifact, since it disappears as the mesh
is refined [6].

In order to explain the results in Figure 2 and 3 we have to study the behaviour of the
numerical wave speed as the Dahmkohler number is increased (or as the number of points
per half-reaction length is decreased). Note that increasing the Dahmkohler number only
implies that the reaction becomes faster (i.e. the reaction time is decreased). The equilibrium
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Figure 3: Exact solution (dashed line) and numerical solution (solid line) at t = 20 of a
stong detonation with E a = 10, Q = 10, f = 1.1, I = 1.4, T;gn = 1.01, Da = 6.6201
(0.1 ptsIL 1/ 2), ~t = 0.1 and ~:1: = 1.

conditions in front and behind the detonation wave and the speed of the detonation wave are
not influenced by D(/,.

The results in Table 1 show that if the Oahmkohler number increases, then the relative error
IS - sl/Isl increases. Therefore, l)1I influences the numerical solution in a similar way as the
mesh size ~:);, namely the results get better as Da (or ~.z:) decreases. Obviously, the maximal
numerical wave speed is equal to 10, since 86.//6.:1: ::; 1 should hold.

ptslL l / 2 Oa S IS - sl
s

5.0 0.1324 4.9096 0.5608 . 10-4

4.0 0.1655 4.9092 0.3242 . 10-4

3.0 0.2207 4.9763 0.1363.10- 1

2.0 0.3310 4.9886 0.1614.10- 1

1.5 0.4413 6.6662 0.3579 . 10+0

1.2 0.5517 7.5000 0.5277 . 10+0

1.0 0.6620 10.000 0.1037.10+ 1

0.5 1.3240 10.000 0.1037. 10+ 1

0.1 6.6201 10.000 0.1037.10+ 1

Table 1: Numerical results at 1 = 200 with E" = 10, Q = 10,.r = 1.1,}' = 1.4, Tign = 1.01,
~t = 0.1 and ~:1: = 1, .

The basic explanation for the occurrence of non-physical wave speeds is that the numerical
propagation of the precursor shock wave results in a smeared representation of this shock
wave, which includes intermediate temperatures Til ::; T ::; Tb in front of it. If the ignition
temperature is close to Ttl, then, due to numerical diffusion, the temperature is raised above
the ignition temperature and an artificial reaction is started in front of the shock wave. If Da
is large enough, then the gas is completely burnt in the next time-step ~I and the discontinuity
is shifted to a cell boundary. Therefore, it is not surprising that non-physical wave speeds of
one cell per time-step can be observed for large Da [3,6].
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In practice the ignition temperature is much higher than T lI • For instance, when we consider
the ZND-solution of detonation waves, it is realistic to choose the ignition temperature equal
to the von Neumann temperature, since the ZND-theory assumes that no reaction takes place
for all temperatures less than the von Neumann temperature T"N' By choosing the ignition
temperature just above TlI , the problem is made highly sensitive to numerical diffusion. The
numerical diffusion in front of the non-reacting shock wave will cause a considerable increase
of the numerical wave speed.

It seems that the ignition temperature plays a crucial role and therefore we have to study
the influence of the ignition temperature on the numerical wave speed. Naturally, we restrict
ourselves to very fast reactions, since in these cases the wrong wave speeds occur.

Example 6.2 In this example we consider the same strong detonation as in Example 6.1. In
Figure 4 the numerical results are compared to the exact solution. Although there is some noise
in the pressure behind the shock wave, we see a large improvement of the results compared
to Figure 3 (where Tign = 1.01). The disturbances behind the shock wave are caused by the
splitting method. This will be explained lateron.

Pressure Mass Fraction

20
p Y

0.8

t 15

t 0.6

10 0.4

5 0.2

0
0

0 100 200 0 100 200
-;1' -x

Figure 4: Exact solution (dashed line) and numerical solution (solid line) at t = 20 of a
stong detonation with E a = 10, q = 10, f = 1.1, ;' = I A, Tign = T"N' Do. = 6.6201
(0.1 pts/L 1/ 2), t:.t = 0.1 and t:.:r = 1.

The question is how the numerical solution, and especially the numerical wave speed,
behaves if Tign < T"N' It is not a desirable situation if the method only produces the correct
wave speed for one particular ignition temperature.

Tign S IS - 8
1

8

1.0 10.000 0.1037. ]0+1

2.0 5.0000 0.1847. ]0-1

3.0 4.9064 0.6074 . 10-3

4.0 4.9053 0.8208 . 10-3

T"N = 4.2838 4.9070 004683 . 10-3

Table 2: Numerical results at t = 200 with E a = 10, Q = 10,.f = 1.1, I = lA, Do. = 6.6201
(0.1 ptslL I /2), t:.:r = 1,.6.t = 0.1.
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The results in Table 2 show that this is not the case. Only for ignition temperatures close
to Til = 1, we observe the non-physical wave speeds. If Tign ~ 3, then the numerical wave
speed approximates the exact wave speed s = 4.9093 very well. Other authors have used a
shock tracking method to derive the correct wave speed [3, 15]. Numerical computations show
that these shock tracking methods produce similar wave speeds as the results in Table 2.

The disturbances in the numerical solution behind the reacting shock wave are caused by
a combination of the Godunov-type method and the splitting method. For convenience sake
we consider the basic Godunov methoq [1]. Consider the Riemann problem at the boundary
of two adjacent cells separating the constant states Ub and U II • In the first step we derive the
solution (or an approximation of the solution) of the Riemann problem at the cell boundary.
Suppose that the solution consists of a simple wave, a contact discontinuity and a shock wave,
respectively (see Figure 5). Note that for Roe's method shock waves and simple waves are
replaced by contact discontinuities. For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the
pressure. After the first step the pressure is equal to]JA = Pb in region A, ]JB in region B, Pc
in region C and PD = ]Ju in region n, where 11 ..\ > PH = PC' > PD. Since region Band Care
separated by a contact discontinuity, Y = 0 in lJ and Y = I in C. In the second step, the gas is
burnt in region C and, subsequently the pressure jumps to a higher value in this region. Since
the pressure in region n remains the same in the second step (there is only burnt gas), Pc > PB.
Hence, it is obvious that we observe oscillation in the numerical pressure behind the reacting
shock wave. These oscillations will occur for all Godunov-type methods in combination with
a splitting method. In order to avoid these osci lIations it is necessary to know the position of
the front accurately. One possibility is to use a front tracking method. Front tracking methods
have been applied to the reactive Euler equations successfully by several authors [4, 3, 15].

A
I

11 D step 2

step 1

time in

Figure 5: Explanation of disturbances in the numerical solution behind the reacting shock
wave.

Example 6.3 We consider the ZND-solution of a CJ detonation as discussed in Example
3.1. All quantities are the same as in Example 3.1, except for the Dahmkohler number.
In this example we consider a very fast reaction. The Dahmkohler number is given by
Da = 6.4480.10+3 (which implies that L 1/ 2 = 10-4). Note that we have to use a very fine
mesh, if we want to represent the chemical reaction accurately. We use a relatively large mesh
width ~:l: = 1. The initial data correspond to the exact CJ detonation.

In Figure 6 the numerical results are compared to the exact solution. The shock is almost
at the correct location. The small error in the location of the shock is caused by some initiation
process to start the numerical detonation wave. This error does not grow noticeably in time.
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Figure 6: Exact solution (dashed line) and numerical solution (solid line) at t = 20 of a stong
detonation with Ea = 14, Q = 14, f = 1.0, I = 1.4, Tign = T"N' Da = 6.4880· 10+3

(10- 4 pts/L'/2)' t:::.l = 0.1 and t:::.:r = 1.

As expected we observe some noise behind the pressure peak. Due to the large mesh size, the
pressure peak is smeared over two or three mesh points.

In Table 3 the numerical wave speed is shown for different values of Jign. Similar to the
results in Table 2 we see that if the ignition temperature is large enough, the numerical wave
speed 5' approximates the exact wave speed s = 5.4419 very well.

1'igll S' 15' - 8
1

~

1.0 10.000 0.8376.10+ 1

2.0 6.9221 0.2720· 10+0

3.0 5.5567 0.2110. 10- 1

4.0 5.4399 0.3624. 10-3

5.0 5.4275 0.2640· 10-2

TliN = 5.0509 5.4396 0.4104. 10-3

Table 3: Numerical results at t = 200 with F" = 14, (}
6.4880 . 10+3 (10-4 ptslL 1/2), t:::.l = O. I and t:::.:r = I.

14, .r = 1.0, I 1.4,Da

Next we try to explain the good behaviour of the numerical method for high ignition
temperatures. Suppose that we have a numerical travelling weak detonation wave propagating
with a numerical wave speed 5' > .~. Denote the burnt gas state behind this weak detonation
wave by Vb. The state Vb is linked to the given final state lIb by the solution of the Riemann
problem for the ordinary Euler equations. It is well known that this solution consists of constant
states separated by shock waves, simple waves and/or contact discontinuities [10, 16]. Using
the initial data lIb and Vb it can be shown that from right to left the solution of the Riemann
problem consists of a shock wave, a contact discontinuity and a simple wave, respectively.
We observed this solution earlier in Figure 3. Let the shock wave propagate with a constant
speed 5',. > 0 (see Figure 7). It is obviolls that the above solution only exists if S 2: Sr'
Hence, for each numerical weak detonation wave, there exists a minimum propagation speed,
say Smin (13]. It follows from nu merical experiments that there exists a temperature To with
Tu :s: To :s: lb, such that no travelling combustion wave exists if Tigll > To. Let T- denote this
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value corresponding to the weak detonation propagating with a speed Smin and let T+ denote
this value corresponding to the desired strong or CJ detonation. If T- < Tign :S T+, then no
weak detonation is possible and, subsequently, the numerical combustion wave is propagating
with the correct speed. From numerical computations it follows that in practice obviously
T- « T+ ~ TvN '

-5,- burnt gas - Sunburnt gas

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the numerical solution.
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